Senador Kennedy To Present Crowley Memorial Lecture

Topic To Be Announced at Future Date; Speech Scheduled for Alumni Weekend

John F. Kennedy, United States Senator from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts will deliver the year's first Crowley Memorial Lecture Friday, November 1, in Frick Auditorium, it was announced yesterday.

Senator Kennedy will select his topic at a future date. Dr. Willis J. Wint, acting dean of the Wharton School, said, "We feel that in the selection of Senator Kennedy we will attract the students' interest and support for the Crowley Lecture series," Dr. Wint added.

The speech is to be the main address of the Wharton School's annual Alumni Weekend events. It will be held in the auditorium, as part of a full program of activities planned, it was stated.

Following the Senator's speech at 11 a.m., there will be a luncheon for Friends of the Wharton School Alumni and it is anticipated that the Senator will attend. Wint continued.

Details in the program for the two day convention are two semi-annual "Pennsylvania Fugitives" in recognition of "Fugitive Roberts," and also including a campus football game.

Radio Personality Will Participate in Campus Chest Talkathon

The United Fund will hold a drive at University

Radio Personalities Will Participate in Campus Chest Talkathon

Mr. Roberts' Cast Is Named By PP Board

Tory, Yale Law Dean

To Speak Today at 4

Radio Personalities Will Participate in Campus Chest Talkathon

Campus Carnival Queen Contestants Named; Winner Chosen Oct. 18

Supplement on Hungarian Revolution Distributed With DP
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Editorial Board

Evaluators Begin Annual Sessions Today in Irene

By Gordon P. Hatswell, president of the University, the 1957-58 academic year will begin at 9:00 a.m. on Monday, October 1, in Irene Auditorium to open the forty-third annual Schoolmen's Week.

Mr. Roberts' Cast Is Named By PP Board

The cast for the Pennsylvania Play, 'Man of Men," will be announced today at 4:00 p.m. in the Davis Fountain, by Brothers of Phi Beta Kappa.

Pep Rally Planned for Franklin Field Tomorrow Evening

An all University Pep Rally, prior to the football game with the University of Massachusetts tomorrow evening, will be held in Franklin Field.

Radio Personalities Will Participate in Campus Chest Talkathon

Springfield Speech Scheduled for Alumni Weekend

The Springfield speech will be held Friday, November 1, in Alumni Auditorium, by Senator John F. Kennedy, who is a visiting professor of political science at the University. The University is one of the campuses selected to hold the Senator's speeches, in recognition of "Fugitive Roberts," and 200 students will attend.

Newman Will Hold Dance After Pep Rally Tomorrow

The Newman Club will sponsor a dance in the Newman Club Room at 9:30 p.m. in the Bowker Building, immediately following the pep rally.

Times Are Announced For Annals Pictures

Join Annals pictures, following the pep rally, will begin at 8:00 p.m. in the Annals Building. The pictures, which will be shown at 9:30 p.m., will be followed by an address by Dr. John F. Kennedy, who is a visiting professor of political science at the University. The University is one of the campuses selected to hold the Senator's speeches, in recognition of "Fugitive Roberts," and 200 students will attend.
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Kitten on the Ke

by Lewis Merklin, Jr.

And My Brother, George

by Herbert S. Zim
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Pollock, Sports Staff Make Predictions

Ed Pollock, Sports Editor of the Philadelphia Bulletin, joins the Sports Staff in predicting the outcome of Saturday’s grid contests.


Swarthmore Soccermen
Top Red and Blue, 3-1

The Quakers had their first chance when Gerry Mayall took a pass from Ray Schreth, but his shot was right at the goalie. Then the territorial advantage throughout the period but a score did not come. We gave the 1-1 lead.

Swarthmore College

Quakers Tame ISO's in League Tilt

Sebo Commends Brody, Hordubay, Raser For Scrimmage Efforts; Doelling Will Punt

"We Shall Avenge Your Death"

The grave marker of a Hungarian patriot

HUNGARY: A GRIM ANNIVERSARY

TODAY IS IT!

500 GIRLS

ID NECKLACE . WHEN WITH MALE ESCORT

TO FIRST

HERE IT IS!

RIPPLING TEARS-WHEN YOU CRY

METHING DIFFERENT DANCE SHOWS

MAKING IT AT THE OAK STREET THEATRE

m. * Make up a party—Late show Sat.
all times upon presenting
	 card
(at and York Streets)
The Hungarian Revolt

In the fall of 1956, the Hungarian youth, as universally claimed, occupied not only the platform of the schools but also the streets of political life. The Hungarian youth was In a social life filled with pain and frustration, a world imposed upon them by a state that monopolized power, a world which they universally claimed, was the product of a society of which the youth was Inadequately represented. They have been de- served of all their tears, they have not all their dreams, and all their aspirations have proven ineffective in a world imposed upon them by a foreign power, a world which is—Communism. This youth lived in a world where the state monopolized totalitarianship and dictatorship and non-constitutional laws. This world lived in a world of absolute authority, where only the Soviet citizen and the Soviet army were the symbols of the nation—both Hungarian youth become great when they realized that this fight for life and death had to be fought.

The tragic consequences of the Hungarian youth’s battle against the soviet world, of the complete meaningless- ness for us as do we exaggerate in the hearts of these born in the present era. They have been de- served of all their tears, they have not all their dreams, and all their aspirations have proven ineffective in a world imposed upon them by a foreign power, a world which is—Communism.

Part I: The Background

In the fall of 1956, the Hungarian youth, as universally claimed, occupied not only the platform of the schools but also the streets of political life. The Hungarian youth was in a social life filled with pain and frustration, a world imposed upon them by a state that monopolized power, a world which they universally claimed, was the product of a society of which the youth was inadequately represented. They have been deserved of all their tears, they have not all their dreams, and all their aspirations have proven ineffective in a world imposed upon them by a foreign power, a world which is—Communism. This youth lived in a world where the state monopolized totalitarianship and dictatorship and non-constitutional laws. This world lived in a world of absolute authority, where only the Soviet citizen and the Soviet army were the symbols of the nation—both Hungarian youth become great when they realized that this fight for life and death had to be fought.

The tragic consequences of the Hungarian youth’s battle against the soviet world, of the complete meaningless- ness for us as do we exaggerate in the hearts of these born in the present era. They have been de- served of all their tears, they have not all their dreams, and all their aspirations have proven ineffective in a world imposed upon them by a foreign power, a world which is—Communism.

The Hungarian Revolt

The Author

This is the shell of Radio Free Hungary.

Soviet tanks and armored cars en masse. It is in square that the author witnessed a wholesale slaughter of his countrymen by the AHR (Hungarian secret police).
imperialism in Hungarian youth, a love which is stronger than the teachings of Marxian and Leninist dogma. Freedom is a duty primarily to the freedom for the liberation of the various countries, it did not stop at the borders created by political establishments.

And if the members of Hungarian youth was to be beloved, they only desire this for having been the first to start a fight against the shadow of the Red Star and the First to raise their voices against communism, and that they only used words but also and using fled with a desire for freedom, never knowing borders. For, their awakening was to be that of a sleeper, everyone at first. I did not know where I am from, I didn’t even have a bad dream, at the worst I woke up, and like health, and time I too to be late to do the right thing, to do what I was bound to do. They were able to show the world in due time, the world, and the mass-organizing and mass-acting reality of communism, and declared this even to those who, including themselves, believe in the lies of peaceful coexistence. The world of a people which never disjunct any sympathy for communism showed to the world that no revolution can be accepted by human nature.

The dead dreams were unable to hold the inflections of Hungarian youth. There were no longer records of the great man, the most successful, the greatest obstacles on the way to freedom. The competition was unable to destroy family life, the greatest obstacles in giving its purpose. And if, for some time, the competition was unable to destroy a nation, then the world will destroy them. The first step for the revival of socialism.

Love for their country was again

The crisis that led to the battle

This is a deceptively peaceful scene after the battle. A Russian officer lies beneath the armored car in which he fought. The white flowers, often sprinkled by the Russians, speed the decomposition of the body.

the foundations for the separation of women, to present them of exercising their free will in order to join them.

But, just so as not to denounce the whole of Hungarian youth in life after all, and as only the first losing men lose their hearts, as the first order helps the separation of the masses and its order and with along going only becomes stronger, it becomes the striking for freedom of the Hungarians. It didn’t take long for communism, assuming the ability to act and using fled with a desire for freedom, never knowing borders. For, their awakening was to be that of a sleeper, everyone at first. I did not know where I am from, I didn’t even have a bad dream, at the worst I woke up, and like health, and time I too to be late to do the right thing, to do what I was bound to do. They were able to show the world in due time, the world, and the mass-organizing and mass-acting reality of communism, and declared this even to those who, including themselves, believe in the lies of peaceful coexistence. The world of a people which never disjunct any sympathy for communism showed to the world that no revolution can be accepted by human nature.

The dead dreams were unable to hold the inflections of Hungarian youth. There were no longer records of the great man, the most successful, the greatest obstacles on the way to freedom. The competition was unable to destroy family life, the greatest obstacles in giving its purpose. And if, for some time, the competition was unable to destroy a nation, then the world will destroy them. The first step for the revival of socialism.

Love for their country was again
Another October Revolution

Heavy machine-guns fire from the upper windows of the Ministry of Agriculture and the near-by building housing the Ministry of Ministry of Agriculture and the near-by building housing the Ministry of Interior. A sinking reminder of the bitterness of the Square was the Air force, his hand firmly in a deadly embrace, as it passed the wounded, the dying, and the dying. The breathless charge, the machine-guns, the shrapnel, the shells, the bombs, the rockets, the宪兵, the Russian, burned alive in the streets. The men, women, and children, driven by hunger, were bared, and captured for freedom, fought on the streets. Our guns returned, and our hands by hand-grenades given to us a group of Russian soldiers whom we joined, we were not the only one to remain on the cover of one of the streets. Suddenly an armored car, a Russian soldier, in command. We fought on, as we fought. We chased the Russian, and shouted at him. "These are our hands."

A residential area, with a mailbox sagging on a pole in the foreground, in a house broken in a fierce bombardment.

The news of the massacre on Parliament Square spread like fire in the city. Extreme defeat and complete collapse. When looking at Gens and seeing his battered face, I was not surprised. It was not simply the result of his bloody nose, which he had broken, but also of his bloody nose, which he had broken.

As by command, at least, it was not the command of defeat, fighting started over all the city again. Every window became a ribbed, every gate a barricade...

And every street a battle ground.

Trains, locomotives, were overturned, furniture was thrown out of windows, pavements were broken by running into them.

The city was never conquered, and was captured.

Gens himself fell in a storm of November 4th, during the course of Russian intervention.

He was no hero. He died for his duty.
It he PailD pcnnsuloania
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Pollock, Sports Staff Make Predictions

Pollock, Sports Editor of the Philadelphia Bulletin, joins the Sports Staff in predicting the outcome of Saturday's gridiron contests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Penn-Princeton</td>
<td>15-7</td>
<td>Princeton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn-Princeton</td>
<td>14-13</td>
<td>Harvard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn-Princeton</td>
<td>14-13</td>
<td>Dartmouth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia-Yale</td>
<td>14-13</td>
<td>Yale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army-Notre Dame</td>
<td>14-13</td>
<td>Notre Dame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army-Notre Dame</td>
<td>14-13</td>
<td>Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois-Ohio State</td>
<td>13-13</td>
<td>Ohio State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutgers-Rutgers</td>
<td>14-13</td>
<td>Rutgers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Quakers Face Nassau 150’s In League Tilt**

Pennsylvania's lightweight gridiron backfield for Princeton Saturday morning for their opening Eastern Intercollegiate Conference contest against the Tigers.

The 100-pounder has been backed by injuries of several sorts, frost bites, including predica-

Ronald Brody, Hordubay, Raser

Quakers Face Nassau 150's In League Tilt

FREE UPON PRESENTING THIS AD... TO FIRST 500 GIRLS

$3.95 PEARL SIMULATED NECKLACE...

BECAUSE YOU ASKED... HERE IT IS!

SOMETHING NEW! SWIFT & SMITH

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY, FROM 2 P.M. MAKE UP A PARTY - LATE SHOW SAT.

STUDENT SPECIAL: 55c AT ALL TIMES UPON PRESENTING U. OF P. MATRIC CARD (NEW BROADWAY - FRONT AND YORK STREETS)

On the campus...


SCHOLARSHIP CASH PRIZES... IMPRESSIVE PROSPECTS... IMPECCABLE STYLE...

**Macpherson, Dwyer Spark Freshman Booters in 4-1 Win**

Macpherson, Dwyer Spark Freshman Booters in 4-1 Win

Pick of the campus...

NOTICES

UNIVERSITY BOYS’ CLUB

UNIVERSITY BOYS’ CLUB will have its annual "Boys’ Night Out" on Saturday, October 28th. The event will be held at a secret location and will feature traditional Boy’s Club activities. All members are encouraged to attend.

SPORTS CLUB

THE DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN

FIRST MEETING

The first meeting of the newly formed The Daily Pennsylvanian will be held on Monday, October 15th, at 7:30 p.m. in 301 South 39th Street. All interested students are invited to attend.

YOUNG DEMOCRATS

The Young Democrats of Pennsylvania will hold their monthly meeting on Tuesday, October 17th, at 6:00 p.m. in the >20 Eastern Pennsylvania Assembly Hall. All Democrats are welcome to join.

PENN GOLF

The Penn Golf Club will host its annual golf tournament on Saturday, October 21st, at the University Golf Course. Registration is open to all students.

HILLSDALE

The Hillsdale Literary and Debating Society will meet on Wednesday, October 18th, at 7:00 p.m. in the Hillsdale Club Room. Topics of discussion will include current events and literature.

GAMMA KAPPA BETA

The Gamma Kappa Beta club will hold its first meeting of the year on Friday, October 20th, at 8:00 p.m. in the Gamma Kappa Beta Club Room. All members are expected to attend.

DIETRICH HALL INFORMATION DESK

FOR COOL DAYS AHEAD

Sheltel Blend

Ivy-Style Raincoat

Penn 6-Ft. Scarf

Price $8.80

Complete $17.90

Price $5.50

Price $2.98

STUDENT MEMBERSHIPS AVAILABLE NOW

HUNTING KNIVES

OPPOSITE

MEN'S

DRESSES

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

NEVER A CHARGE FOR ALTERATIONS ON CLOTHES

If you don’t know what it’s like to have a really beautiful, deep, meaningful conversation—then you’re not living.

University Boys’ Club

Heeling Smoker

Tonight at 7:30 p.m.

Z. B. T. HOUSE—235 So. 39th St.

All Male Undergraduates Eligible

HELP FILL THE CAMPUS CHEST

Week of October 14th

Do You Want to Be a Lawyer?

COME TO

Pre-Law Society Meeting Today

DIETRICH HALL E-8

DR. JACK TATE, Dean of Admissions, YALE LAW SCHOOL

Will Discuss Admissions Qualifications

For a list of the latest campus ads, visit WXPN at 247 South 39th Street.